
Eye Care Leaders brings 
together the top technology 
and solution companies in 
eye care, giving you access 
to everything you need in 
one place to achieve practice 
excellence.

When you work with our 
family of experienced eye 
care companies, you get to 
leverage the collective power 
and years of experience 
in eye care to take your 
practice to the next level.

eyecareleaders.com • info@eyecareleaders.com • (855) 685-3292

Cultivating long-
term, high-value 
relationships with 
clients exclusively in 
the eye care space.

• TRUSTED to serve more than 6,800 ophthalmologists and optometrists with 
excellence. We work closely with clients to help them succeed, while giving them space 
to retain their independence.

• PROVEN in developing the tools and expertise to take eye care practices to new 
levels of success. Our eye care clients strongly recommend us to their peers.

• EXPERIENCED in identifying the root cause of 
problems in eye care practices and creating customized 
solutions. Our developers, certified specialists and 
ophthalmic techs bring more than 30 years of experience 
in eye care to the table.

• FLEXIBLE in providing the full myCare Suite of EHR, PM, 
ASC, Optical, Practice Building and Revenue Cycle Solutions, 
as well as high-level Analytics and Benchmarking services 
to meet each practice’s needs. 

• FOCUSED solely on the eye care industry. We specialize 
in technology and service solutions exclusively for 
Ophthalmology and Optometry practices.

Our Vision: 
 Your Success. 



Our Vision: Your Success.

®

For more information on myCare Suite, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

We improve the performance and support the independence of Ophthalmology 
and Optometry practices through a fully integrated family of product offerings.

myCare Suite is a powerful family of solutions that 
improve, enhance and coordinate every level of eye care 
management. The unity, simplicity, integration and insight 
of myCare Suite will change the way you think about eye 
care workflow solutions. 

myCare Suite

myCare Analytics helps improve medical non-adherence, 
decrease wait times, increase regulatory compliance, 
capture more money every month, decrease operating 
costs, collect more co-pays and deductibles, increase 
patient load and improve interoperability with your EHR.

myCare Analytics

From a feature-rich, mobile-friendly website and savvy  
social media presence to branding and practice promotions, 
myCare Patient Acquisition & Retention gives your staff 
the tools and training to execute an effective, proactive 
digital marketing strategy. 

myCare Patient Acquisition & Retention

Maximize your revenue, reduce your compliance risk 
and receive custom support with myCare Revenue Cycle 
Solutions. Offering two advanced packages, myCare RCS 
Partner and myCare RCS Evolve, you can determine your 
level of engagement and support.

myCare Revenue Cycle Solutions

It’s six time more expensive to acquire a new patient than 
reactivate an old one. myCare Patient Reactivation offers 
three proven ways to reactivate patients: Power Call, Data 
Manager and Complete Care, which combines the benefits 
of Power Call and Data Manager.

myCare Patient Reactivation

myCare Capital Financing offers the financial resources 
to grow your practice, while allowing you to function 
independently. Whether you need new equipment, 
inventory to set up an optical shop or cash to open a new 
location, Eye Care Leaders is here to help.

myCare Capital Financing

“A lot of ophthalmologists worry about new technology slowing them down, 
but we don’t think our office has slowed down at all. In fact, I think we are 
more efficient!” 
Larry Gardner
Executive Director, Pankratz Eye, IN


